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LCC/ET
b/f; RA
File; UHU
Xrefs Oman

22 Septerohar

Th-a Sacratary-Geaeral would appreciate it if
you could- kindly transmit the enclosed, lattar to

His I'tajoatv Sultan Qaboos bin Said.

A copy of this letter is attached for your
information.

i Please accept, Mr. Ambassador, the assurances

of rjy highest consideration,

Safeeuddin A
Chef da Cabinet.

Kis Excellency
Mr. Hahrcoud ."ib
Perraaneut Representative o£ Oman

to tliS Unitod Nations
Mew York



RA/LCC/jar

cc. Mr. Soedjatmoko, UNU

22

Your Majesty,

The Rector of the United Nations University,
Mr, Soedj&t̂ c&Gr has informed sse that be proposes
to take the opportunity afforded by the forthcoming
meeting of the Council of the University in Abu
Dhabi to pay a. visit to your_ country after the
session of the Council. He wishes to call personally
upon your "Majesty.- and your Ministers to discuss the
possibilities for eo-apers.tiozi between your Government

the University, The Rector will write to you
to explain the details of his visit*

- like: to esqsress to you ssy firrs and
continuing sapper t for the aims and endeavours of
the Cuited Hatic-ns University # whose activities are
very ably g.uicsod by Mr. Soedj&taoko. I believe that
tite University has made impressive achievemcsr.ts in
carrying out the mandate entrusted to it by its
Charter to help identify and find solutions1 to the
pressing global problems of human survival,

In working tovardr. these ends/ the University
is principally supported by income frons and
EadowEient: rtuid to trhich voluntary contributions
have already been, pledged by thirty- four ccvx>trif*s ,

His Majesty
Sultan Qaboos bin Said
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diriy 3 -nursbar fro1?. vh.; /'~rab worlc. if t;i-c;
rsit-y in to uustaiii t^i^ 4::ccc?llorvx: ^ro^rreii^ it

iicii already iiadit, it VJLII n-s-iso- v3iierct:s f iaariciai
sijpjxjrt of it,s I.riCO'effi.H'.n.t. I'tir-d £rc-r.i iu^riy irorc Iis/.vf«or
SUeffc&i1/. I should t*ujri*.fore vrrcutly appr^cicitci it.
ir'iyou could qiva: favour-sbis cons ld.r: ratA-ori to tliO:
pc53^i^ili't;y of contribut.iug to fca-s ICndov^snt: Furu' i.r,.
order to aurcng-uasxi th^ University'^ capacity to ful
fill it.a

tluo,G-i.: iiecs^-t, Your iJaj^st^*- ^s o

Kurt



region, may i also thank you for the strong and consistent

support you personalty and your government are giving to me

in my endeavours to contribute to the cause of peace and

international co-operation, you may be assured that the

world organization for its part will continue to lend, your

country every possible assistance in the implementation

of its development goals as well as in other areas.

may i extend to you my best wishes for your personal

well-being and for the prosperity of the people of oman.

please accept, your majesty , the assurances of my

highest consideration.

'81 FEB20 10:31
kurt waldheim

secretary-general

united nations

col 1 1 3 9 5
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.Vienna ( u n v i e ) 20/2

etatpr ior i te

his majesty

suit an qaboos b in said

muscat

sultanate of oman

your ma jes ty ,

11. 5 9. "5 on concluding my visit to oman, i wish to express to you

my sincere gratitude for the warm welcome and generous

hospitality extended to me. i shall long treasure the

memory of my stay in your beautiful country.

i particularly appreciated this opportunity to meet

with you again and to have a most intersting ari~d fruitful

exchange of views on the current international situation



AR/LH
21 Feb 1981
bf.: RA; GMM
cc.: Mr. Perez de Cuellar

Mr. Urquhart
File:Oman
XRefrTrip (Feb.81)

NOTES ON A MEETING HELD IN THE DESERT CAMP OF SULTAN QABOOS

BIN SAID OF OMAN IN SOUTHERN OMAN ON WEDNESDAY, 18 FEB 1981

AT 2.00 PM

Present: The Secretary-General
Mr. Javier Perez de Cuellar
Mr. Albert Rohan

His Majesty Sultan Qaboos Bin Said
Mr. Qais Abdul Muni-'m Al Zawawi, Minister
of State for Foreign Affairs

Ambassador Mahmoud Aboul Nasr, Permanent
Representative to the United Nations

The Secretary-General informed the Sultan of the present

situation regarding Afghanistan and mentioned in particular

the proposal for trilateral talks, the developments since

the Summit Meeting of the Islamic Conference in Taif, and

the discussions he had with a number of Foreign Ministers

during the meeting of the Non-Aligned Movement in New Delhi.

The Sultan asked whether it was necessary to deal with

the regime in Kabul, which had no support from the Afghan

people, in order to obtain a withdrawal of Soviet troops

from Afghanistan. Would it not be the right course of

action to ask the real representatives of the Afghan people

what they wanted?

The Secretary-General replied that it was true that

1.5 million Afghan refugees were living abroad. But these

were not the only Afghans^.. According to the Soviets at

least, a large part of the population inside the country

supported the Government of Babrak Karmal. This' was a
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most difficult problem and one had to try in a pragmatic

way to find a solution. Resolutions and declarations of

principle were certainly of great value, but they did not

always solve a problem.

The Sultan stressed the importance of the

Secretary-General's efforts and extended to him and

his Personal Representative his best wishes for success.

Sultan Qaboos pointed to the great dangers of the

conflict between Iran and Iraq for the whole region,

especially since it carried the risk of an involvement

of the big powers.

The Secretary-General briefed the Sultan on the

activities of his Special Representative, Mr. Olof Palme,

and on his'efforts on behalf of the 72 ships trapp-ed in

the Shatt-al-Arab.

The Sultan informed the Secretary-General of the

porpos_al to establish a closer co-operation among the

Gulf States. In this regard a first summit meeting was

scheduled for May 1981. In the future such meetings

would take place once every year or whenever specific

problems had to be discussed.

In reply to a question from the Secretary-General

regarding Oman's relations with South Yemen, the Sultan

said that there existed indeed some problems. South Yemen

had not always behaved in a neighbourly way and if they

wished to improve their relations with Oman it was up

to them to make the first step. Oman, for its part, would

be glad to accept a normalization.
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Turning to the Middle East problem, the Sultan

expressed the view that President Sadat's initiative,

which had led to the Camp David Agreements, had opened the

door for a peaceful settlement. He failed to understand

why the Palestinians were not willing to participate in

the process. It was clear that the Palestinians had to

speak for themselves, but they refused to do so.

Neither did they accept the idea of an autonomy of the

West Bank. This was equally difficult to understand since

the autonomy would be a means to bring the Israeli military

administration to an end and might well lead to .selfdetermina-

tion. It was now known that Sadat had acted with the prior

agreement of the Palestinians. Later on and probably under

pressure from Syria, they had reversed their position. The

Syrians who had a strong influence on the PLO did not seem

to be genuinely interested in the solution of the Middle East

question. As far as Jerusalem was concerned, it was the most

difficult problem and Israel was unlikely to make any con-

cessions. It would, therefore, be best to separate Jerusalem

from the other aspects of the problem and first try to

negotiate a solution on the West Bank.

The Secretary-General opined that, in view of the

deterioration in the relations between Jordan and Syria,

King Hussein was likely to become more forthcoming in his

attitude towards efforts to find a solution of the Middle East

problem.

The Sultan agreed with this assessment and said that

he expected King Hussein to come out with his own proposals

rather than accept the Camp David Agreements. Although

they would not be contrary to Camp David, they would at

least look like Jordanian proposals. In the Sultan's view,

it would in any case be necessary on the one hand to amend

Resolution 242 and, on the other, to convince the PLO to

change its Charter.
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The Secretary-General pointed out that pending the

formulation of a Middle East policy by the new United

States administration and the outcome of the Israeli

elections, no dramatic move could be expected.

Referring to economic matters, the Sultan expressed

his gratitude for the support received from the

United Nations system and, in particular, from UNDP.

Although Oman was producing oil, the quantities were

rather small compared to the production of the neighbouring

Gulf States. The country was, therefore, in need of

assistance in its efforts to develop and diversity its

economy.

The '-Secretary-General assured the Sultan of the

United Nations' continued readiness to co-operate. He

also mentioned Prince Talal's proposal to establish a

Gulf Development Foundation and briefed the Sultan on

the efforts towards the creation of a New International

Economic Order.

The Secretary-General then raised the problem of UNRWA's

deficit and the danger that the Agency might have to reduce

its services if it were not possible to raise additional

funds. He said that he had also mentioned this question

during his talks with King Khaled of Saudi Arabia and

the Emir of Kuwait.

The Sultan promised to have the matter examined.

Before the conlusion of the meeting, Sultan Qaboos

expressed his appreciation for the Secretary-General's

most valuable work for peace and international co-operation

and assured him of Oman's full support in the years to come,

Albert Rohan'
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.SULTAM QABOOS

THE PALACE

MUSCAT (OMAN)

S AH DEEPLY GRIEVED TO LEARN OF THE DEVASTATING CYCLONE

'aWCH HAS STRUCK YOUR COUNTRY, 1 WISH TO EXTEND MY SINCERE

SYMPATHY TO YOUR MAJESTY AND TO THE PEOPLS OF OMAN WHO HAVE

BEEN AFFECTED BY THIS DISASTER. THE UNITED NATIONS SYSTEM

STANDS READY TO PROVJDt YOUR COUNTRY WITH ALL POSSIBLE ASSIS-

TANCE !M OVERCOMING THE EFFECTS OF THIS CYCLONE.

HIGHEST 'CONSIDERATION,

KURT W/OHEiM SECRETARY-GENERAL
i

UNITED NATIONS . " ,
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22 June 1977

Dear Mr. Anfitessador,

Enclosed for your inforsaation is a copy of the
cable sent today to His Majesty Sultan Qaboos of Oman.

May X also convey to you my own expression of
sympathy regarding this tragic disaster.

Please accept, Mr, Asnfoassador, the assurances of
my highest consideration.

Albert: Rohan
Director

His Excellency
Dr. Kamal M. Hagras
Permanent Representative of Oman
to the United Nations

New York



COPY: Mr. H.H. McKee (U3SDRO-NY)
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SULTAN Q&BGOS GENSV&

THE

MUSCAT (OMflK)

DEEPLY GRIEVED TO LE&RH OF THE DSVAST̂ TIKG CYCLOID WHICH HAS

STRUCK YOUR COU55TRY. I WISH TO EXTEND MY SINCERE SYMPATHY TO YOUR

Î iJESTY AMD TO THE PEOPLE OP 43MSN WHO imT/B BEEN EFFECTED BY THIS DISASTER.

THE UNITED NATIONS SYSTEJ1 STAEIDS BEADY TO PROVIDE YOUR COUNTRY WITH ALL '

POSSIBLE ASSISTANCE IK OVERCOMING THE EFFECTS OF THIS CYCLONE.

HIGHEST CONSlDESftTIOH,

KUKT WfiLDHEIM
SECBETABY-GEKERAL
UHISED NATIONS

Albert Rohan, Deputy Executive



Permanent Mission of Oman
To The United Nations

605 THIRD AVENUE
NEW YORK, N. Y. 10016

(212) 682-0447

MO/028/77

19 January 1977

Excellency,

It is a great pleasure for me to send you the film
and photographs which were taken on December 16, while
presenting you with a gift on behalf of His Majesty
Sultan Qaboos. I should like to tell you again how
honored we were and how much we enjoyed having you and
Mrs Waldheim among us that evening.

I should also like to express our deep appreciation
for the invitation you extended to His Majesty to visit
the United Nations and address the Thirty Second Session
of the General Assembly and for the offer you made to
entertain in his honor, depending on the preferences of
His Majesty.

I transmitted this kind invitation to Muscat and
I hope to be able to give you a positive answer soon.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to
Your Excellency the assurances of my highest consideration,

Dr. Kamal M.
Ambassador
Permanent Representative of Oman
to the United Nations

His Excellency
Dr. Kurt Waldheim
Secretary General of the United Nations
NEW YORK



TG/gs
cc: PernioRepoOf Oman

Mrs. Mir a «*«*
befo filing GH/AP

13 Peeeifliber 1973

Your Majesty,

It gives ta© great pleasure to express to ̂ ou on
behalf of the United Stations our profound gratitude
for the coffee Pot which you so generously donated
to the Organisation.

I received this splendid representation of
Gmani art from His Excellency Mr» Sayyed Faisal bin
JU.i Al»SaicS, Pensazient Representative of Qtaan to the
United nations, during a cererfiony held on 11 Seeasttber
at the Unite<3 Nations Headquarters* This beautiful
Coffee Pot together with its surround is a most
welcome addition to the growing and diverse collection
of art and handicraft from all over the world. St ̂ ill
contribute to the further eahanossaent; of our Headquarters.

In this content, I also wish to pay warm tribute
to the skill and ̂ oar&aanship of the craftsmen from
MiEwa*

_ Please accept̂  Your Majesty the assurances of
my highest esteem.

Kurt Waldheim

His Majesty
Qaboos bin Said

of



Permanent Mission of Oman To The United Nations

Speach of H.E. Sayyed Faisal bin Ali Al-Said

P ermanent Representative of Oman to the United Nations

At Presentation Ceremony of Gift of His Majesty Sultan

Qabus of Oman to the United Nations.

December llth, 1973



Mr. Secretary-General, Excellencies, Ladies and Gentlemen

I consider it a great honour and a privilege to be here today

presenting on behalf of the Sovereign and People of Oman this

gift to the United Nations. It is an honour and a privilege that I

and the rest of my delegation shall always cherish. A lot of

thought was devoted by my Sovereign, His Majesty Sultan Qabus,

and other members of my Government in selecting a gift adequate

and appropriate to our high esteem for the United Nations. This

particular item was chosen on the one hand because it has an

intrinsic value and beauty of its own and on the other hand because

it is a piece that is representative of the traditions, culture and

handicrafts of Oman.

In the towns and villages of my Country artisans who pass their

skills from generation to generation manufacture all the articles

and housewares of domestic usage. Particular care and attention

is devoted to the making of " Dallahs " or Coffee pots, largely

because they play such an important part in Omani hospitality.

In fact the skills of any particular artisan, or of the artisans of a

particular town or village in Oman are often judged on the basis

of the beauty and quality of the coffee pots these artisans make.

[ Unveil ] This particular Coffee pot is based on the style of Coffee pots

of the town of Nizwa in Central Oman.



This style is considered to be both the most traditional and

the most intricate of all coffee pot styles and reflects many

centuries of development in that ancient town which remains

to this day a religious, cultural and commercial centre. Coffee

pots are usually made in brass and often in Silver. This gift

is make in sterling silver. The surround in which the Coffee

pot is encased is in the same style as the arches of a Mansion

in Muscat, called " Bait Graiza " , built over 150 years ago

and considered today as a historical landmark of our capital city.

More than anything else, however, this gift reflects my Countries

gratitude to and admiration of the work of the United Nations

in the noble cause of peaee and progress for Mankind as well as

our faith and confidence -in the historic Mission of this Organization.

I take this auspicious occasion, Mr. Secretary-General to assure

you • of the utmost co-operation of my Government and delegation

in the execution of your duties.

Mr Secretary-General, Excellencies Ladies and Gentlemen

I must thank you all for joining us at this ceremony as well as

expressing our special thanks to the Secretary-General and through

him the staff of the Secretariat who were of such great assistance

to us in preparing and mounting this gift for presentation in this

very appropriate location.

Mr. Secretary- General

It gives me great pleasumto present to the United Nations through

Your Excellency the gift of my Sovereign and People.

Thank you.



.-Ambassador Al-Said, Ladies and Gentlemen:

I was very glad to learn of the desire of His Majesty, Sultan Quabus,

to donate such a splendid representation of Omani art as a gift, to the

United Nations. Silver handicraft from Oman has long been known to

be among the most outstanding example of Arabian art. This beautiful
•SlA.'v-r <? U.-VSF'!

coffee pot, together with its •erctraseiftent, is a most welcome addition

to the growing and diverse collection of art and handicrafts from all

over the world. It will further enhance the United Nations Headquarters,

and this floor in particular.

I wish to pay warm tribute to the craftsmen from Nizwa, to whose

skill and workmanship we owe this beautiful gift. I would be grateful

if you, Mr <, Ambassador, would convey to everyone who has contributed

to this work, our admiration.

*. i o^r-- -o receive on behalf of the UnitedIt gives me great pleasure uO receive

Nations this generous gift.

I would revest you, Mr. Ambassador, to convey to His Majesty,

Sultan Quabus, our profound gratitude.

* * * * * *

*. .



U N I T E D N A T I O N S

Press Section
Office of Public Information

United Nations, N.Y.

(FOR USE OF INFORMATION MEDIA — NOT AN OFFICIAL RECORD)

Note No. 3838
7 December 1973

NOTE TO CORRESPONDENTS

A gift from Sultan Quabus of Oman — a silver coffee pot in the best
tradition of Omani handicraft — will be presented to the United Nations
on 11 December, during a ceremony to be held at 10 a.m. at the"entrance
to the Delegates' Dining Room,

Faisal Al-Said, Permanent Representative of Oman, will present the
gift and make a statement. The Secretary-General will receive the gift
on behalf of the Organization, and make a short statement in reply.

Made in sterling silver, the gift to the United Nations is based on
the coffee pot style of the town of Hizwa, a religious and commercial
centre in central Oman. It stands 54 inches high and weighs 11 pounds
2 ouncas. The surround, in which the pot is encased, is made out of
lacquered vood gilded in gold leaf in the same style as the traditional
arches of "Bait Graiza", a historical landmark mansion built in Muscat
over l^O years ago.

Coffee" pots and other similar articles of domestic housewares are
manufactured in villages and towns of Oman by artisans who passed their
skills fron generation to generation, and there generally are minor regional
differences in the decorative engravings and in style.

*



llth September, 1973.

The Secretary General,
United Nations,
New York.

It is Our pleasure to present this Coffee Pot to the United Nations, as a token of

Oar recognition for its commendable work during the past years.

This gift is a replica in silver of a "Nizwa Coffee Pot" standing in a carved gilt-

wood surmount with the coat of arms of the Sultanate of Oman.

We have commanded that this gift be presented to the Secretariat of the United

Nations by H. E. Sayyid Faisal Al-Said, Our Ambassador Extraordinary and

Plenipotentiary to the United States of America, who is also Our Permanent

Representative to the United Nations.

Qaboos bin Said,
Sultan of Oman.


